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Bill will diminish teachers’ voice
John Quessy
Secretary
Critics might be tempted to call it obscene haste
but the Review of BOSTES has resulted in legislation
presented to the NSW Parliament in less than six
months. In March the Education Minister called for a
review of all aspects of BOSTES, public submissions
closed mid April, the panel gave their report to the
minister before the end of June and within three
weeks the NSW Government had accepted all 41
recommendations.
On September 22 Minister Adrian Piccoli introduced
into parliament the Education and Teaching Amendment
Bill, which makes significant changes to three Acts
providing the framework for education in NSW. The Bill
would change both the name and governance structure
of the current BOSTES and curiously although the Bill
has not yet passed the parliament the NSW Government
has advertised for a CEO of the new body proposed in the
draft legislation.
There are a number of proposed amendments that the

Union supports, others are less welcome and a few which
set out to insult the teachers of this state.
We support the changes to the Teacher Accreditation
Act removing the capacity for an individual Teacher
Accreditation Authority to suspend or revoke
accreditation. This power would now rest with the
Authority itself and if used, the Union can expect a
consistent application. We welcome also the requirement
that any case of suspension or revocation will be
“consistent with the rules of procedural fairness”.
We remain opposed to those aspects of the existing Act
which deny teachers the presumption of innocence and
which remain unchanged.
The Union supports the requirement that proposed new
schools will need to demonstrate their “financial viability”
and we hope that any new Authority will extend this
requirement to apply not only on initial registration but
where a school is proposing additional stages.
Not so welcome are the references in the Minister’s
second reading speech where he says that NSW will
introduce an 'adopt and adapt' approach to curriculum
modifications which intimates an intention to move on
changes with undue haste and little proper consultation.
The level of confidence and satisfaction that NSW
teachers have in the current syllabuses is entirely due to
the engagement those 'end users' have in shaping raw
curriculum into a working syllabus. It is teachers who 'know
their students and how they learn' and who 'know the
content and how to teach it'. Were the current model of

consultation and participation of teachers to be weakened
school education in this state would be the loser.
By far the most disturbing of the proposals contained in
the legislation is to reduce the size of the Quality Teaching
Council (QTC), now a committee, from 23 to 11 members
only five of whom will be teachers elected by their
colleagues and six (unspecified) members who will “assist
the QTC in exercising its functions”.
At a time when the the number of accredited teachers
in NSW is set to double, this government proposes to
reduce teacher representation and to oversee the voice of
teachers with a majority of ministerial appointees.
The QTC is the legislated professional expression of
teachers advising on policy which effects their profession.
The opinions of teachers on these professional matters
can only be articulated by teachers.
Apart from the reduction in the number of teachers
there is no indication of which sectors or interests they
will be drawn from. Currently the 11 elected teachers
come from seven different electoral divisions to ensure
the views of practitioners in government, Catholic,
independent and early childhood services are heard. In
addition, the Regulations provide for principals and rural
areas to be represented.
This disgraceful proposal, if left unamended will
seriously diminish the voice of teachers and ensure that
the teaching profession in NSW is not owned by teachers
but by politicians, employers and bureaucrats.
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Fee burden falling on AIS teachers
Gloria Taylor
Deputy Secretary

The Union has written to AIS Chief
Executive Geoff Newcombe to express
the IEU’s dismay regarding recent
information to schools about the
payment of fees to the AIS accreditation
authority (ISTAA) for the classification of
Experienced Teacher.
Union members alerted the IEU at
the end of last term about a Powerpoint
presentation by their schools detailing
the proposed Multi Enterprise Agreement
(MEA). The presentation included a page
specifically on the payment of ISTAA fees
including ‘options’ for schools in meeting
the $850 fee. The first five options provide
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“The first five options
provide methods for
the teacher to meet the
fee in whole or part.
Only the sixth option
suggests that the school
could meet the fee.”
During negotiations for the teacher
MEAs the Union sought a clause in the
hybrid MEA to ensure employers met the
cost of ISTAA fees. While the AIS indicated
that they could not proceed with the
clause, it was agreed in writing that the AIS

would inform schools that the IEU would
advise members in Hybrid schools to vote
‘no’ on the MEA unless the school met the
fees. The Union opposes teacher payment
of the fee in Standard schools as well, but
it is wholly unacceptable in Hybrid schools
where the outcome for teachers achieving
Experienced Teacher delivers considerably
less than in Standard schools.
The Union believes the inclusion of this
position in an AIS Powerpoint outlining
a “consent agreement” is duplicitous
and unreasonable. We again encourage
members in Hybrid schools to vote ‘no’
unless the payments are met by the
school. Members in Standards schools
should also discuss this issue with your
employer, although the Union is not
advocating a ‘no’ vote in Standard schools.
The IEU has asked the AIS to remove the
ISTAA fee material from the Powerpoint
and the AIS website.

Signing up for success
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methods for the teacher to meet the fee
in whole or part. Only the sixth option
suggests that the school could meet the
fee. This is in stark contrast to the current
arrangements where the overwhelming
number of schools pay the fee to ISTAA.

The success of any union is determined by the strength
of its membership. The IEU has strong membership with
more than 30,000 members in NSW and ACT, and it is
important to ensure that this strength is maintained into
the future, as the education sector continues to diversify
and grow.
With this in mind, the Union has formed a Recruitment
and Retention Committee in order to ensure that our
services, professional development and industrial action
are of value to all members and potential members.
Assistant Secretary Liam Griffiths is the chair of the
committee, which will include input from organisers,
membership, publications and professional officers.
The committee has met a number of times already in
2016 and is in the process of formulating a recruitment
and retention plan for 2017. This plan will guide the IEU’s
recruitment strategy for the year, but the committee has
already started putting some ideas into practice.
One example is through the use of mobile surveys to
gather information about new members. New members
are now being surveyed each month to identify the sectors
that they work in, the reasons why they are joining the

IEU, and what kinds of services they expect to receive in
return for their membership. Keith Heggart, an organiser
on the committee, said, “I think this information will be
really useful for us – firstly to identify what new members
expect from their Union, but also to identify who isn’t
joining the Union. What the committee plan to do is to
identify any missing sections of the education sector,
and then we can target our recruitment efforts there,
educating potential members about the benefits of joining
the IEU”.
In addition, the committee is surveying members who
have resigned from the IEU. The committee decided that
it was important to know the reasons why people were
leaving the IEU, whether that was down to retirement,
changing work, moving interstate or dissatisfaction with
some aspect of the IEU’s service.
Liam said: “What this information will give us is a better
overall picture of how our membership is changing in
relation to the educational sector as a whole. This will let
us fine tune our services so that we can ensure that we are
providing the services that members want and need, and
in a way that is cost effective”.

Thunderclap has big reach
On World Teachers Day 5 October, the IEU utilised a dramatic
social media tool called Thunderclap to celebrate the day and
call on teachers wherever they were to join their union.
Through the publications and communications team, the Union
galvanized 236 strong supporters and
with their help reached 428,364 people
across the world, which resulted in 1749
clicks on our website.

Reach out and grow
Thunderclap can be used at minimal cost for maximum
advantage; it allows the Union to contact many who may not
be attracted by our traditional message. That is, it can help
join up new members from the social
media generation that the Union doesn’t
currently connect with in a meaningful
way, to engage with those teachers and
support staff who are happy to click and
What does this mean?
sign a petition or donate to a cause but less
Using social media and Thunderclap,
likely to join an association or union. This
the IEU was up there on World
strategy meets those people half way and
World Teachers' Day 5 October converts clicks to memberships.
Teachers’ Day celebrating teachers
globally, heightening the Union’s profile and invite a colleague to join the IEU www.ieu.asn.au
With members’ help, the IEU looks
and message as well as calling on
forward to using this social media initiative
teachers to unionise.
to recruit during significant events,
Thunderclap is a crowd speaking
particularly World Support Staff Day and
platform that helps people be heard
World Teachers’ Day each year. Look out
by saying something together. It allows a single message to be
for the next Thunderclap, join us on Facebook and Twitter now.
mass shared, flash mob style, so that it rises above the noise of
social networks.
https://www.facebook.com/ieunswact
In this case, Thunderclap blasted out a specific timed Facebook
https://twitter.com/IEUNSWACT
and Twitter message "Happy World Teachers’ Day! Get support
and advocacy: Teachers deserve our trust and support to be the
Bronwyn Ridgway Communications and Media Officer
best they can be http://thndr.me/j1Jg1h".

Celebrate
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School funding – yes,
it is about the money
Unfortunately the school funding debate has dissolved
into the sad and unhelpful imbroglio of half truths that
plagued us for three or four decades before we (almost)
all settled on a new ‘model’.
Let’s be clear at the outset of the IEUA’s bias in any
contribution. The IEUA wants a funding model that
ensures certainty, after all our members want job security.
The model needs to ensure that there is capacity to meet
the learning needs of all students, so that our members
can do their work with all the necessary resources to allow
every child to achieve their potential. The model needs
to ensure that there is appropriate indexation, so that our
members’ jobs have good wages and conditions. It’s that
simple and that complex.
It was for these reasons the IEUA supported the
principles of the Gonski funding review recommendations.
The review proposed a needs based model, significant
increases in funding rolled out over time to meet the
clearly identified but unequivocally under funded needs
of many students and indexation rates that reflected the
historic cost increases in education.
The recent ‘debate’ has dissolved into odd notions of
‘over funded schools’ and falling performance at a time of
significant increases in school education expenditure.
So let’s deal with these three themes and then look at
the solution, which is a solution to build on the principles
and direction of the current model, a model that was
always going to need to evolve and be tweaked, not
kicked around as a political football.

Not even half true
The latest contribution to the distraction in school
funding is the notion of over funding and some very
careless language. The suggestion in the media is that
some independent schools (usually called ‘private’
presumably for the emotive effect) are funded by
government at almost three times the Student Resource
Standard (SRS). Given that the SRS is around $10,000
the suggestion is that some independent schools could be
getting $20,000-$30,000 from the government. But this
of course is nonsensical and not even a ‘half truth’.
Here’s how it works. First, the new model calculates
an SRS (the cost of delivering school education in the
‘average’ school – with loadings for particular needs
applied later). Schools’ socio-economic educational
capacity is calculated (ICSEA) and the independent
school’s ‘capacity to contribute’ is calculated. This is how
much each school community is expected to co-contribute
to the funding for the school.
Of course school systems, including government schools
and most Catholic schools, received a ‘bucket’ for their
jurisdiction based on weighted averages that they then
redistribute using their own needs based model. It is only
independent schools that are directly funded according to
the SRS and consequently these are the schools currently
‘targeted’ about over funding. And on the same basis the
entire ACT Government school education system is said to
be ‘over funded’ at 114% of SRS.
Some schools under the previous model were inevitably
funded at a higher level than the new model would have
provided. But most, and by most I mean the overwhelming
majority, were and are funded below their SRS.
More are under funded
So, how can a school receive 277% of its SRS? First, the
answer is in the word ‘its’. A school with a high capacity to
pay (per the ICSEA index referred to above) would qualify
for funding of 20% of SRS. Using an SRS of $10,000 (close
to current levels), such a school would be entitled under
the model to $2000 SRS funding from government. If
this school had been funded at $3000 under the previous
model, and given no dollar less, this school would be
deemed under current rhetoric to be ‘over funded’ by
$1000 or as some commentators even more misleadingly
have stated, 150% of SRS.
There are 23 independent schools funded at 150%
or more SRS (or 50% plus above the funding that their
capacity to contribute would otherwise determine).
That’s out of 1090 independent schools, and almost all
of these schools are in NSW. This is hardly a reason to
abandon the entire model, and by way of comparison 131

of Queensland’s 144 independent schools (or independent
authorities made up of more than one school) are funded
at or below their SRS level, the rest by and large are
marginally above their SRS level [Senate Estimates 2015
Education and Employment Committee].
As for significant ‘real’ increases in funding over the last
decade of the order of 24%, let’s break that down.
Student numbers increased by 9% so the ‘real’ increase
in costs was 14%. Wage growth, about 1% higher than
inflation accounts for about 4% (and hardly a ‘blow out’
in wages) and then there was a significant investment by
government in the Building the Education Revolution,
approximately another 4%. There is also no evidence
of the significant class size reduction in this period
that is often alleged to have occurred during this time
supposedly inflating costs.
No immediate results
As for the question of (relatively small as it turns out)
increased costs/expenditure, where are the returns? The
new funding model, designed to tackle demonstrated and
currently unmet learning needs is in its third year and the
big dollars are yet to flow. Further, education research
tells us that it can take three to five years to change
teaching/learning practice and up to seven years to turn a
school around. So, are immediate results and changes a
reasonable expectation? Hardly!

the ‘over funded’ schools, those dollars are insignificant
compared to the needs of these students, and on their
own will not go anywhere near meeting these students
rightful entitlements. Our members deserve and demand
appropriate resources so that they can help each child
reach his or her potential.
Buried by red tape
We also know that schools are being required to do too
much and continually being tied up in ‘administrivia’. The
latest Federal Government’s proposal to impose more
regulation, ‘accountability’, testing and reporting will not
improve student learning. Indeed, the recent Productivity
Commission report noted that the top down approach
does not work. It is time to give the profession back to the
profession.
Finally, governments must acknowledge and
adequately fund early years learning. It remains
unconscionable that qualified teachers in early childhood
(preschool) education are paid $20,000-$30,000 less than
their equivalently qualified colleagues teaching in schools.
Report after report recognises the critical importance
of learning in these early years and year after year,
governments fail to act.
Yes minister, it is about the money. Until you recognise
that and commit to funding the needs identified in the
school funding review, our members: teachers, principals,
professional officers and support staff, are unable to
deliver what should rightfully be the entitlement of every
child in every school in this country.
Chris Watt is Federal Secretary of the IEUA. He has
worked as an organiser and research officer for the NSW/
ACT Branch. He’s a former secondary school teacher,
having taught in Sydney and Tamworth. While teaching
he was a member of NSW/ACT Union Executive and Vice
President (non systemic schools).

President's
report
Chris Wilkinson
President

“A model that was
always going to need to
evolve and be tweaked,
not kicked around as a
political football.”
So, yes, it is still about the money minister
The school funding review chaired by David Gonski
identified significant under-funding of student learning
needs across a number of areas. The review identified,
as does national and international data, that we have
significant unmet needs and learning adjustment
requirements for students with disabilities, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students and students in rural
and remote locations. These needs remain under funded
(and whatever one’s view about the speed of transition for

Welcome back to the final term of 2016. I hope
you have had a restful break and enjoyed the
warm weather. My thoughts have been with the
teachers, students and parents in our schools who
have suffered due to the extreme wet weather
and flooding in Forbes and surrounding districts. I
sincerely hope that the schools and homes of all our
members have not been too severely affected and
the students will be able to sit their HSC exams and
resume school as planned.
The recent IEU elections have been declared
and the results finalised. I take this opportunity
to welcome Helen Templeton, Suzanne Penson,
Caroline McCaffrie, Jeff Pratt and Ross Conlon to
the IEU Executive and farewell two long standing
Executive members, Patrick Devery and Marty
Fitzparick. On behalf of the Executive I would like
to thank them for their years of service, dedication
and expertise that they have given to the IEU over
many years. I look forward to working with the newly
elected members and welcome them to the Executive
for the next three years. I would also like to thank
Bruce Paine, and Vincent Cooper for standing in
this election.
To the members who took the time and effort to
return their ballot papers, thank you. I wish you all a
smooth and stress free Term 4.
newsmonth - Vol 36 Special Edition 2016
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Why another Council election
Regular readers of Newsmonth will be aware that
the Union has been in a process of transition for the
past 18 months. We operate as two bodies, the state
organisation (NSW Independent Education Union) and
federally as a Branch of the Independent Education
Union of Australia (IEUA NSW/ACT Branch).
The vast majority of the work we do is work in the
federal industrial relations system governed by the Fair
Work Act and we have quite properly been working
towards ensuring that our rules, structures and practices
reflect that.

One important part of that process is to replicate
the structures and forums which existed at the state
level, (our 20 branches now called sub branches and our
Council now called the Branch Council) within the rules
of the IEUA NSW/ACT Branch. This required changes
to the rules of both bodies and the new rules which
established the Branch Council were approved and
certified by the Fair Work Commission on August 19.
The new rules allowed the Council elected earlier
this year to remain in place for an interim period but
required that elections for the new Branch Council be

held within three months. It is nominations for those
Branch Council positions which are now open.
The term of Council members is two years with this
term expiring in 2018.

John Quessy Secretary

INDEPENDENT EDUCATION UNION OF AUSTRALIA
NSW/ACT BRANCH
Election of Branch Council Delegates 2016

ELECTION NOTICE

Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009

Nominations are called for the Branch Council Delegates from the following sub-branches:
Central Coast (6)
Central West (6)
Hunter Valley (6)
Lansdowne (6)
Mid North Coast (6)
North Coast (6)
Northern Beaches (5)
Penrith/Blue Mountains (6)
Riverina (6)
South East (5)

Central Metropolitan (6)
Cumberland (6)
Ku-Ring-Gai (6)
Metropolitan East (6)
Monaro (6)
North West (5)
Northern Suburbs (6)
Principals (4)
South Coast (6)
Southern Suburbs (6)

Written nominations, which comply with the registered rules of the Union, must reach me by 12:00 noon
AEDT on 1 November 2016. Nominations cannot be withdrawn after this time.
Nomination forms may be requested from the Returning Officer by emailing nswelections@aec.gov.au or
writing to the Returning Officer at PO Box 496, Haymarket, NSW 1240 or from the registered Office of the
Union; such forms shall be signed by the candidate and by two financial members and forwarded by
registered post to the Returning Officer or handed in personally (in a sealed envelope) at the Registered
Office of the Independent Education Union of Australia, NSW / ACT Branch and a receipt thereupon obtained.
Candidate Statements: In accordance with Rule 10.10 of NSW/ACT Branch of the Union, candidates may
include with their nomination form (so that it is received no later than the close of nominations) a statement
not exceeding 200 words containing only the candidate’s personal history and/or policy statement and a
passport-sized photograph of the candidate. In addition to submitting a statement with the nomination form via
one of the acceptable lodgement methods below, it would be appreciated if candidates can also email a copy
of their statement and photograph to nswelections@aec.gov.au .
How to lodge nominations
By Registered Post: Attention to Ishtiaq Ahmed, Returning Officer, Australian Electoral Commission, PO Box
496, Haymarket NSW 1240.
By Hand:
(in a sealed envelope) Attention Ishtiaq Ahmed, Returning Officer, C/O The Registered
Office of the Independent Education Union of Australia, NSW / ACT Branch, 485-501
Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007.
Ballot
The ballot if required will be conducted by post and will open on Monday 21 November 2016 and close at
12:00 noon AEDT on Tuesday, 13 December 2016. Voting material will be posted to eligible members at
the address shown in the Union’s records.
Changed Address? Advise the Union now.
Note: A copy of the AEC’s election report can be obtained from the Union or from my office after the
completion of the election.
Ishtiaq Ahmed
Returning Officer
Ph: 02 9375 6331
11 October 2016
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Attention HSC markers
As Term 4 approaches, the HSC marking season is
upon us and all teachers should be aware of what that
means. The IEU represents teachers from independent
schools who undertake HSC marking.
These teachers are covered, for the period of the
marking, by a separate award (The Higher School Certificate
Marking and Related Casual Employees Rates of Pay and
Conditions Award 2014).
However, the way the HSC is marked is changing;
becoming online and decentralised. Whereas previously
organisers could visit the various HSC marking centres and
address any issues or concerns (like the underpayment
of certain markers which the IEU identified in 2015) that
is now more difficult because of the increase in onscreen
marking.
To ensure members get the information they need or
the answers to any questions they might have, we have
updated and redeveloped the HSC Markers section on the
IEU website. Here you will find the award, the pay rates and
the answers to common questions in a handy FAQ section.
For example, you will find these questions and answers:
What happens if my briefing session or marking is on
during school time?
BOSTES will pay for the cost of relief to replace teachers
who are required to attend weekday briefing sessions and/

or weekday marking sessions during the marking period.
By approving applications for marking, principals agree
that teachers are released on full salary when required.
What is a lay night?
The Supervisor of Marking (SOM) may set aside Friday
evenings as a ‘lay night’ and markers are not required to
attend marking. This usually only occurs when marking is
meeting projected timeframes. A word of caution, having
Friday night off cannot be guaranteed, so be careful if you
plan to attend a function such as a Year 12 formal on that
night.
What happens if I am sick?
HSC markers are employed as casuals and there is no
provision in the agreement for sick leave. BOSTES may not
re-engage you as a marker after taking sick leave.
For more information, or to contact the IEU about HSC
marking, visit:
http://www.ieu.asn.au/resources/hsc-markersinformation/faqs/

Keith Heggart Organiser

Wellbeing doesn’t stop when school begins again
Hopefully you have enjoyed a well
earned break these past holidays.
Perhaps you spent more time with
family or took an escape route out
of normal to put your feet up and enjoy
the amazing weather. Your Union
certainly hopes that you took time
for yourself to relax and recuperate
after what is often the most bruising
of all school terms.
Remember that as we give it our all
towards the summer break there is still a

need for rest and recuperation. We need
to take time to recharge the batteries,
whether it’s actually sitting down in
the staff room for a cup of tea that isn’t
cold from lack of attention. Maybe it’s
enjoying a walk in the longer stretches
of daylight. Perhaps it’s simply reading a
newspaper or a chapter of a book before
going to sleep.
Whatever your particular methods,
don’t forget to deploy them this term.
Your students do need you but they

also need you to be a good role model
of work/life balance, of self regulation
and of professional and personal
responsibility. We can’t and shouldn’t
teach when we are sick. The best way
to prevent sickness is to take care of
ourselves before we succumb.
Some simple strategies include:
• turn off screen notifications for your
smartphone (so it doesn’t keep
buzzing and flashing at you)

• delete your school/work email from
your smartphone and don’t check it at
night from home devices
• plan relaxation time into your weekly
schedule (this might be of use
especially to HSC teachers this term)
• eat well
• drink lots of water, and
• go for a walk (even if it’s to the café
around the corner from work).

Matt Esterman Professional Officer

MARKING HSC
DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
www.ieu.asn.au
newsmonth - Vol 36 Special Edition 2016
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A taste of Raspberry Pi
It seems that everywhere you look, everyone
in education is talking about STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).
Whether it’s teaching coding to all students
or making sure that all schools have access to
makerspaces, STEM education is a buzzword in
educational circles. And why shouldn’t it be? There’s
a lot to be excited about in terms of STEM education
– real world problems, great community inclusion and
21st century skill development.
However, there are some significant concerns that
teachers must face – especially teachers who might
be enthusiastic about the idea of STEM education,
but perhaps don’t have the experience or the skills or
just the knowledge to know what they are doing and
how best to implement it in their classroom.
STEM education is a dense collection of anagrams
and strange sounding words that might appear
impenetrable to a new teacher. Hearing other
teachers talk about Sense Hats and Cobblers and
Raspberry Pi and Python might sound unusual and
perhaps even confronting at first, but fortunately, it is
possible to make sense of the field.
This article is meant as a very brief introduction to
one of the key components of many makerspaces:
the Raspberry Pi. This device has gained a lot of
popularity amongst STEM enthusiasts in recent years,
mainly because of its adaptability and affordability,
but for teachers who’ve never engaged with one
before, it can be confusing to know what they are,
and how they can be used.
So what is a Raspberry Pi? The Raspberry Pi is

basically a credit card sized computer. There are a
couple of different models, with different capabilities
and settings, but they are all designed by the
Raspberry Pi Foundation in the UK.
The best thing is that they are built specifically for
schools to use in teaching basic computer science.
Raspberry Pi boards need to be connected to
displays, keyboards and mice to be interacted with
(although it is also possible to use them remotely).
The Pi isn’t particularly powerful – it’s certainly not
going to run the latest games or compete with a
Playstation – but that’s not important. It does do a
couple of really interesting things. Firstly, it’s a great
environment to run software like Scratch to teach
students about programing. Second, it’s relatively
simple to connect the Pi to things like sensors, so
that you can gather real time data. For example, you
might connect a temperature sensor, or a humidity
sensor, or a camera, or any one of a dozen other kinds
of things. Students can use basic programing tools to
interact with these sensors and process and display
the information they find.

“STEM education
is a dense
collection of
anagrams and
strange sounding
words that
might appear
impenetrable to a
new teacher.”

What kinds of things can you do with a Pi?
http://www.cnet.com/au/how-to/25-fun-things-todo-with-a-raspberry-pi/
Where can I find out more?
A good place to start is the official page for each
device. Raspberry Pi: https://www.raspberrypi.org

Keith Heggart Organiser

Your views on accreditation at higher levels
A recent IEU survey to learn more about your
views on accreditation at higher levels garnered
824 respondents.
The IEU is interested in what teachers think about
this topic so it can accurately reflect members’ views
when negotiating with BOSTES.
The Union is keen to address problems identified by
members and to advocate for BOSTES to make the
process less onerous.
When asked what support structures exist in
their workplace to help gain accreditation at either
High Accomplished or Lead status, 57% of survey
respondents said they were not aware of any support in

their workplace. Most people (54%) said they were not
considering applying for Higher Accreditation or Lead
status. The reasons given for this included ‘too busy
teaching’ (31%), ‘it seems like too much work’ (18%)
and ‘it’s too expensive’ (13%).
Comments included:
“Teachers are too busy and well qualified and now
they want to waste our time and make us pay for the
privilege” and “there should be a smoother process
that does not involve so much work,” with many others
in the same vein.
The IEU will use this survey to inform its discussions

with BOSTES and advocate for improvements in the
process.
A particular concern is that after three years of hard
work, teachers’ applications can be rejected without
explanation.
The IEU would like to see more transparency and
feedback, so that teachers can at least know what
areas they need to improve in.
The Union would like to hear from anyone who has
applied for accreditation at Highly Accomplished or
Lead and been unsuccessful.
Contact us at accreditation@ieu.asn.au

www.ieu.asn.au
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Early Childhood Conference
breaks new ground
This year’s IEU Early Childhood Conference
was ground breaking in many ways. The large
crowd in attendance wasn’t unusual though,
nearly 150 participants.
This was the first ever live streamed conference,
which allowed people who were unable to get to
Sydney to participate.
Conference convenor Lisa James welcomed the
insightful comments throughout the conference
submitted by live stream viewers.
This was also the first conference where
representatives from both political parties attended.
NSW Early Childhood Education Minister Leslie
Williams gave the opening address and Shadow
Minister Kate Washington gave the closing speech.
But probably the most important innovation of this
conference was that it provided participants with five
hours of registered accreditation with BOSTES.
This is the first conference where NSW early
childhood teachers have been professionally
accredited with BOSTES.
Thanks to IEU advocacy, early childhood
members only require 20 hours of registered
PD a year, so the conference provided 25% of the
year’s requirement.
IEU Secretary John Quessy outlined the history
of accreditation in his address.
“Two years ago I spoke to you about the
expectation of gaining accreditation for early
childhood teachers, and it was announced soon
after,” John said.
“Last year there were dozens of unanswered
questions about how it would work for early
childhood teachers.
“This year most of those questions have been
answered and accreditation has happened
seamlessly for the vast majority of you. It happened
that way because of the Union.
“We gave our expertise, advice and advocacy
to BOSTES.”
John said the IEU took a prominent role in a
number of working parties to improve BOSTES
policy in relation to early childhood members.
“BOSTES struggled to comprehend and
understand your sector. We won automatic
accreditation at Proficient for you if you have
done one day of teaching in the last five years; a
mentoring system; the requirement for 20 hours of
registered professional development rather than

50 and a specific early childhood evidence guide.
“There is still more to be done and BOSTES is
learning on the job from us.”
John said registration had quantified the number
of early childhood teachers working in NSW: 6000,
of whom only 1200 belong to the IEU. Not all that
6000 would be eligible to join the IEU.
John urged early childhood teachers to use
their networks to encourage more teachers to
join the Union.
Keynote speaker Margaret Sims, Professor of
Early Childhood Education at the University of New
England, presented a thought provoking dissertation
on the influence on neoliberalism and big business
interests on education.
Ever popular early childhood consultant Lisa
Bryant got people on their feet and thinking when
she challenged them to ‘ask for what they need,
want and are worth’ at their service during her
keynote address.
IEU Vice President Gabe Connell never fails to
disappoint with her quirky and irreverent take on
the sector, in which she calls it like it is, tongue
always firmly in cheek.
Thirty year member of the IEU Meryl Trotter was
surprised and honoured to be presented with a 30
year membership badge during the conference.
Meryl has spent her career in the Port Macquarie
area, and she was set in the right direction thanks
to intervention from IEU Industrial Officer Verena
Heron 35 years ago.
“I’ve been a member ever since and the IEU has
always been there to answer any queries straight
away. Nothing is ever too hard for them.”
Workshops included Narragunnawali:
Supporting the ‘Work’ of Reconciliation in Early
Learning Services; Maintaining NSW Proficient
Accreditation; Goldilocks and the House of Terror
or Storytelling without Books; Think Well, Live
Well and So you Think you can’t Draw?
Full coverage of lectures and workshops
from the conference will be available in Bedrock
magazine, free to members and posted to their
homes on 7 November. Bedrock is also available on
line at http://www.ieu.asn.au/news-publications/
publications/bedrock/

Sue Osborne Journalist

Labour bites

Royal Commission a white elephant
When Dyson Heydon delivered his
report, as Royal Commissioner of the
Royal Commission into Trade Union
Governance and Corruption, he claimed
that his findings represented “the tip of
the iceberg”. In the months since the
commission reported, a string of the
charges he recommended have been
thrown out or withdrawn. In fact, six
months later, there has only been one
conviction, resulting in a suspended
sentence. The only big fish to be caught
since the establishment of Heydon’s star
chamber has been the commission’s own
star witness, Kathy Jackson.
For another contrast, here are a few
of the cases of alleged wage fraud,

misappropriation of worker entitlements
and so on that have emerged since
Heydon’s Commission was launched:
7-Eleven, Queensland Nickel, Pizza Hut,
Myers and Spotless, and lots of small
employers in the agricultural sector.
That’s on top of the general run of sharp
practice, environmental vandalism,
market rigging, and dubious practices of
all kinds. (Source: Crikey)

Almost no chance of prosecution
In the UK just three employers have
been prosecuted for paying workers
below the minimum wage despite HM
Revenue and Customs finding 700 who
have broken the law in the past two and
a half years.
Since February 2014, the government
has ‘named and shamed’ 700 employers
who have underpaid more than 13,000
workers by over £3.5m. But less than a

“Last years
there were
dozens of
unanswered
questions
about how
accreditation
would work.
This year
accreditation
has happened
seamlessly
for the vast
majority
of you. It
happened
that way
because of
the Union.”

quarter of a percent of them have been
prosecuted under laws that in theory
provide for prison sentences in the most
extreme cases of wilful non compliance.
According to the National Audit
Office, the number of workers identified
as being owed arrears more than
doubled from 2014-15 to 2015-16, rising
from 26,000 to 58,000.
A government spokesperson cited the
high costs of prosecution and delays that
prosecutions cause in securing back pay for
affected workers as deterrents to bringing
criminal cases. (Source: The Guardian)

No food at Harvard
Harvard University dining hall
workers are preparing to go on strike.

The workers, represented by the Unite
Here Local 26, say they’ll strike if a new
contract isn’t reached soon.
Union negotiator Michael Kramer says
the 750 workers demand “the ability to
earn at least $35,000 a year and a health
insurance program that does not shift
costs onto those who can least afford it”.
The university countered that the
workers receive “some of the most
generous hourly wages and benefits” for
food service workers in the region and
that it is proposing “modest” health care
changes already accepted by thousands
of other unionised university workers.
The two sides have been negotiating
since the summer. The workers’ contract
expired last month. (Source: AP)

Compiled by

John Quessy
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Training
for Reps
Did you know work load and work/life
balance are potential Workplace Health
and Safety issues?
A new course, Workplace Health and
Safety for Reps, has been added to the
Union’s training repertoire to raise Reps’
awareness of the Workplace Health and
Safety Act 2011 and its potential for use as
a tool to tackle workload.
A key feature of the Act is the demand
that those responsible for providing safe
workplaces consult workers about WHS
issues and establish safe systems of work.
Scheduling of events so that members
are left fatigued, for example, could be
argued to fail the ‘safe system’ test.

The course has been run twice to
date and has received overwhelmingly
positive reviews. Many participants have
commented that they knew nothing about
the legislation before they came and
would take what they had learnt back to
their colleagues.
The course will be run again on Friday
14 October at the Union’s Ultimo office. If
you are a Rep or are interested in WHS you
should apply to attend.

Marilyn Jervis

Organiser/Trade Union Training Officer

Giveaway 1

Billy Slater Presents Try Time

Author: Patrick Loughlin
Publisher: Random House Australia
Three copies to give away
A junior fiction series for boys about a local boys’ rugby
league team who get special coaching and advice from star
NRL player Billy Slater.
Josh can play footy. He’s fast and fleet footed and a blur
down the sideline. But every time he steps onto the field a
stampede of elephant sized butterflies invade his stomach
and he fumbles the ball.
Having his footy mad grandad screaming from the
sidelines doesn’t help. To top it off, he blows an easy try and loses his team
the opening game of the season. Josh starts thinking about giving up football forever.
That is, until NRL legend and Josh’s hero, Billy Slater, turns up at training one day. Can
Billy help Josh overcome his nerves and hang onto the ball long enough to score?

Giveaway 2
Jodie’s Rescue

Author: Diane Fagan
Publisher: Short Stop Press
Three copies to give away
The slap of spray on her face, the exhilaration of the boat
cutting through waves, the call of the sea birds and the
summer sun warming her skin.
Through all the challenges – starting a new school and
making new friends, and a father who is absorbed in his work,
missing her mother – Jodie finds solace in sailing. But will the
ocean turn against her?
Can she save the lighthouse from development? And why
are there dead penguins floating in the water? Who is the
girl in the photo that she finds hidden under the stairs? And,
most importantly, where is her mother?
Jodie’s voyage of discovery takes her to a place she never dreamed she’d be, but how
will she convince her father that it is real?

Giveaway 3

Love’s Obsession

Author: Judy Powell
Publisher: Wakefield Press
Three copies to give away
Love’s Obsession is the story of a brilliant yet flawed
individual, a man with a passionate devotion to the island
of Cyprus and its archaeology. Damaged by his time as a
German prisoner of war and obsessed by the need to own the
past, Jim Stewart was the first person to teach archaeology
at an Australian university. Although archaeology was
moving from the private pastime of wealthy men to a
professional academic pursuit, Stewart was never able to
completely make this transition.
The story is also that of his wife, Eve. Devoted to his memory and herself
trained as an archaeologist, she worked for nearly fifty years after his death - living alone
in a dilapidated house in a village on the edge of the Blue Mountains – to complete her
husband’s work and ensure his legacy.
Based on never before seen personal papers, Love’s Obsession is a fine addition to the
story of archaeology in Australia, and a vivid portrayal of love and devotion, of obsession
and determination.
Email entries to giveaways@ieu.asn.au with the giveaway you are entering
in the subject line and your name, membership number and address in the
body of the email. All entries to be received by 4 November
8
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NSW ACT IEU Executive
John Quessy
Secretary
Gloria Taylor
Deputy Secretary
Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary
Mark Northam
Assistant Secretary
Chris Wilkinson
President
St Joseph’s Catholic College
East Gosford
Louise Glase
Vice President Non-Systemic
St Patrick’s College Campbelltown
Bernadette Baker
Vice President Systemic
St Mary’s Cathedral College Sydney
Carolyn Collins
Vice President Support Staff
St Michael's Primary School Nowra
Gabrielle Connell
Vice President ECS
Albury Preschool Kindergarten
Leah Godfrey
Vice President ACT
St Jude’s Primary School Holder
Peter Moore
Financial Officer
De La Salle College Cronulla
Marie MacTavish
Financial Officer
St Joseph’s Primary School
East Maitland

General Executive Members
John O’Neill
Carroll College Broulee
Ann Rogers
ASPECT South Coast School Corrimal
Pat Devery
St Mary’s Cathedral College Sydney
Marty Fitzpatrick
St Francis Xavier’s Primary School
Ballina
Ralph Hunt
The Armidale School Armidale
Denise McHugh
McCarthy Catholic College Tamworth
Patricia Murnane
McCarthy Catholic College Emu Plains
Michael Hagan
Mater Maria College Warriewood
Tina Ruello
Catherine McAuley College Westmead
James Jenkins-Flint
St Brigid's Primary School Marrickville

PD and Conferences
18 Oct PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Penrith
24 Oct Accreditation at the Higher
Levels, Dubbo
25 Oct PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Mudgee
15 Nov PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Young
16 Nov PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Castle Hill

17 Nov PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Gymea
21 Nov Accreditation at Higher Levels
Tamworth
22 Nov PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Liverpool
30 Nov PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation, Ultimo

See www.ieu.asn.au for details, updates and bookings

Reps training dates for 2016
14 Oct Work Health and Safety Training for Reps, IEU Ultimo

For IEU meeting dates see www.ieu.asn.au
Our locations
Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta Level 2, 18-20 Ross Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500

